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To Virginia Bailey, who loved her words and loved me too
and to Mila, Cami, and Alex.





a ck n ow l e d g m e n t s

To write this book, I relied heavily upon encouragement and reviews 
from several gracious people: Christopher Merrill; Karen Thompson 
Walker; Daniel Burgess; David Busis; Mickey Rapkin. Of course, I want 
to especially thank Claudia Herr for her edits to the manuscript, which, 
bloated as it was, became a more tapered and lucid text after she cut sev-
enty pages. 

Time was my enemy for much of the writing process. There was sim-
ply never enough of it, for varying reasons, so I found myself writing the 
novel in bursts—out of or away from my home or country, in coffee shops, 
hotel rooms, long-haul flights abroad, or wherever I could steal the uninter-
rupted time necessary to express a few hundred words at a time. 

Some of the places I have visited—San Francisco, Barbados, 
Copenhagen, and Spain—absolutely inform the novel’s mood and itinerant 
nature. Some seep into the novel, others do not. 

Apart from travel, music had a heavy influence on the atmosphere of 
the prose. After reading Teju Cole’s “Open City” in 2013, I became aware 
of Mahler’s Ninth Symphony, which became a kind of soundtrack while 
writing the first section of the book. In 2016, while seated onstage during a 
live performance of Bruckner’s Seventh Symphony in Vienna, I listened to 
the second movement endlessly while rewriting the second half of the book. 
There were other pieces of music that captured my imagination during 
the writing process, but these figure most prominently and even impacted 
some of the novel’s tone.

Some falsely regard writing as a glamourous act, even though it demands 
absolute solitude. There is certainly nothing glamourous about rewriting 
and refining and rewriting sentences, even if may occur, at times, at a cor-
ner table in a café, say, in Copenhagen. Solitude feeds fiction, and I wish to 
thank my family for granting me the access to it over the years.





“These fragments I have shored against my ruins.”

The Waste Land, T.S. Eliot
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ch a p t e r  o n e

I t was a quiet line that stretched across the threshold from the airbridge 
into the fuselage world, business travelers, mainly, eyes fixed into screens 

and sipping away their liters of glacial water, an idling American engine. 
Further ahead, in the first-class cabin, I glimpsed the Steve Jobs biogra-

pher, Walter Isaacson, blocking the aisle, straining to hoist an overnight bag 
into an overhead bin. Mid-thirties men unpacked carry-ons monastically, 
a whisper of directives into their earpieces, virtual meetings stretched to 
the brink. You got double miles for first class. Champagne fizzed in plastic 
flutes and the silent flight attendants stood with dim smiles. Behind the 
economy class partition, an old woman in the window seat, wrapped in a 
silk shawl, bit an irradiated white peach, chin glassy with nectar. Overhead, 
dirty plastic TV boxes. Scalded Arabica and microwaved sausage. Pre-
departure trickle of Sunday brunch piano, faint Gershwin.

Once the plane was taxiing, the CEO of United, spray-tanned and 
flanked by subordinates in a hangar, waved an onscreen “Hello.” The new 
global fleet of today burns less fuel than the fleet of yesterday—emphasis 
on today. He spoke in the same suit, on different days, from major land-
marks in different hubs—the Pantheon, Big Ben, sunset Buddhist temples, 
the Taj Mahal at dawn—narrating to a brassy version of the score to “An 
American in Paris” in nearly a full minute of flare-gun promotion. Then he 
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navigated around the new website, swiped screens of the companion app. 
The next shot was of a Spanish celebrity chef chiffonading basil to make a 
vinaigrette. The menus on the transatlantic route all bore his name. 

When it ended, I calculated the production costs at more than 
$200,000—come to think of it, the rights to the music alone were definitely 
over seven figures. I tried to quantify the corn in the fuel, the tonnage of 
Iowa crop yields incinerating in the engines. This was Tuesday morning.

Soon the captain broke in: we would be landing thirty to forty minutes 
late. The only choice was patience. He was static omniscience, armed and 
barricaded behind a terror-proof door. Surveying all the passengers I won-
dered who else like me had randomly been chosen for pre-screened security 
check-in—I had simply slipped through the scanner like a mist. Now a 
safety video played. I started to contemplate my free drink. Cabin life had 
its preordained rhythms. The goal was not to think. 

I had been woken that morning when my vibrating cell phone rattled 
the water glass on the nightstand with emails coming in from Tokyo. What 
if I had awoken in the middle of the night, glanced at the alarm, saw that 
the time was close, and, rather than waking, had pushed in the pin on the 
clock and fallen back asleep? What if, instead of sitting up with night sweats 
and drinking the glass empty, showering, rubbing my chin and debating 
whether to shave, then walking downstairs into the kitchen and making 
Colin pancakes with chocolate chips sprinkled into the patch of batter, 
and cellophane-wrapping them for later, the dreaded pale headlights of the 
sedan waiting in the rain—what if, instead of sinking into the backseat for 
another trek to Dulles, I had climbed back up the stairs to wake him, hit-
ting the dormant parkway in the Maserati by eight, glazed alpine white, off 
to one of his tournaments, a good two-hour morning drive? I would have 
taken the empty roads through the Sunday city, the decaying bridge over 
the bay to the tallgrass peninsula deep in autumn, to Easton, while he was 
swaddled in wool in the backseat. 

Rising steam from the mug in the cup holder. A satellite broadcast of 
NHL banter and trade speculation. The only driver for many miles. I head-
quartered my company in a Leed-certified building where the toilets half-
flushed, and my drive in was always a highlight. Weekdays I would take the 
scenic byway that paralleled the Potomac, blaring music—usually Oasis, 
especially where Noel Gallagher sings, or R.E.M. or Pearl Jam—or playing 
YouTube poetry readings by T.S. Eliot or less fortunate poets, or holding 
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myself captive to trade speculation on the radio, and when I saw the spires 
of Georgetown University across the river, I would decide amongst the 
three bridges that fed Northern Virginia into the District of Columbia. 
I took conference calls via Bluetooth, hands at ten and two, and when I 
skipped the calls or killed the music and the readings, I drove in pleasant 
catatonic silence, marking the seasons by whether the leaves had turned 
lemon or garnet, had crisped then fallen, or had come again, tiny green 
stars on their weary limbs. 

This daydream Sunday I would have slowed near the known speed 
traps, then blown open the engine on the straightaway, passing under wet 
arches of garnet leaves, their phantom smell entering the car. He would 
have been asleep, right there with me.

But this was Tuesday and the corn-fed engines roared and flushed the 
sanitized Gershwin and my plane lifted off, a streaking human lyric in the 
sky. 

It was a steep ascent through silvery clouds, and soon we passed over 
the Shenandoah, the ink of the Mississippi, the heartland patchwork plains, 
then the anonymous canyons and camel hump mountain range and the cre-
osote rail ties across it all, and somewhere below there is a rusted Model-T, 
a cactus grown into the fender, some shotgun shell ghost town, and to the 
north, in Council Bluffs, Iowa, deer are grazing near the electrified fence 
surrounding a Google server farm, all those thickets of tendril wires grip-
ping the national privacy. Death Valley. Apache, Cherokee, Hopi, Navajo. 
Then some stunted green fringe, Silicon Valley. The usual approach: right 
over San Francisco Bay and out into the Pacific, banking eastward and over 
the polyglot city, the vital edge of America. 

My seatmate wore a blue suit with chalky pinstripes and was com-
pletely middle-aged, like me. There were still raindrops on his jacket and he 
smelled like mildewy wool. I declined the champagne, ordered English tea, 
milk and two sugars, for no apparent reason. He turned to me and asked if 
I was from the east, a question that I thought was simply déclassé. Usually, I 
slip-noosed all potential airline comradery with one-word tugs—“yesses”—
and if necessary I pretended to speak no English. But he kept at it. 

“Politics?” he asked, pinky-stirring his Bloody Mary. He had his laptop 
open and was sifting through time-sensitive legal briefs, red pen hand-scrib-
bled notes, flipping through timesheets and invoices.

“I’m agnostic,” I said.
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“I meant are you on the Hill? I think we’ve met before; you look familiar. 
I think you’re with Senator Gonzalez, am I right? I think so, right? You were 
his chief of staff?”

“I’m just a consultant.”
“Consultant,” he said with his head raised, swirling the ice cubes in 

his now empty glass, as if appraising some ancient scroll. He had a voice 
full of paver stones. “Litigator. Securities. Nice to meet you.” He held out 
his hand. “But then you worked for Senator Rogers, I think. What kind of 
consultant?”

“I, in fact, never worked on Capitol Hill. I’m an agnostic.”
“That’s very funny. Clever. How does that work in principle? I mean, 

you need to pick a side. Where are you now?”
“A P.R. firm.”
“Democrat or Republican?”
“We do corporate work, so no.” I tried to emphasize my disinterest by 

rummaging in my bag for a bag of seedless grapes. 
“We always need a P.R. guy for our cases. I represent a guy accused of 

fraud. You think you can get him an interview in the Journal or the Times? 
We’ve tried and it’s been a battle. We just need a piece, something to sway 
the jury. His trial is in three months. The jury is mostly multiracial—no 
offense.” 

I covered my hands on my lap, as if it mattered.
He watched me doing this and said, “I may try to get involved myself, 

maybe go on TV and speak in his defense. What do you think? And I am 
sure I have seen you somewhere.”

“I’m afraid we’re oversubscribed at the moment.” I stuffed some grapes 
in my mouth and tried to reclaim some savor of solitude by turning towards 
the window and feigning interest in the view—green earth in between the 
gauzy clouds, car specks marching off to nowhere. He went on speaking 
about his plaintiff while I initiated my breathing exercises and imagined 
Catskill light over the whoosh of the jet stream. 

Then there was a shrill loudspeaker interruption, a pitch to apply for 
the airline Visa card—bonus miles for debt—and my seatmate took one 
of the applications that were being distributed without looking up, placed 
it over his invoices, and started checking the tidy boxes with trance inten-
sity. I pretended to look across at the other window and glanced at his 
sheet. Divorced. New dependents. New address. The “Other” income box, 
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the one that says, “over $750,000.” I finished my breathing exercises and 
thought about the unanswered emails, texts, voicemails. Gold prices. The 
indeterminate distance past the clouds.

“Then I must have seen you on television,” he said to me, checking the 
hours on his timesheet with a cell calculator.

There was a woman across the aisle in the window seat. She was smiling 
at me. The resemblance to Monica was uncanny. 

“These drinks. It’s like flying in a convenience store now. I’m serious. 
Try flying to Paris or Seoul or Buenos Aires—same food, different direc-
tion. They don’t give you much of anything anywhere anymore. You’re 
expected to be self-sufficient. You’re probably not old enough to remember 
what it was like to fly to London on the Concorde. They’d set up a caviar 
buffet right in aisle—right there. Petrossian. It was vodka and caviar and 
Marlboros and zip—New York to Europe in three hours tops.”

He looked me up and down and said, “Maybe you’ve made those trips 
too. Well, if you haven’t, they are truly exceptional and I am talking about 
the whole gamut—the glitzy hotels, the clients, the chauffeured cars—all 
that aristocracy. We need it over here, I’ll tell you that. I don’t know your 
politics, but mine are whatever is paying the hourly fees, you know? The 
aristocracy. You know they have people over there whose father’s father 
went to Cambridge or Oxford or wherever—and they basically carry the 
causes of their ancestors, this is their vocation, it’s this mission or value 
system passed down through the lineage. They’re not as free thinking as we 
are, but at least it’s more civil; they are honoring tradition. I need another 
one.” He signaled for a refill. 

The stewardess, Brenda, per her nametag, came back and snapped 
open a can of Motts and poured out the Smirnoff nip without blinking and 
stabbed at a lemon cube and poked it into the drink. She wore too much 
rouge and had parchment hands. 

“Twenty years ago, they’d leave the goddamn bottle and the captain 
would come out and have one with us. Who knows if they flew intoxicated 
back then, just like in that movie. So, what do you think?”

“I think there are rules against that.”
“You’re funny. No, I meant the case, my case, the jury.”
“Do you know what I think of the Times and the Journal?”
“I’m desperate to know,” he said, chugging the drink.
“Your case is fairly hopeless and there’s nothing the media will want to 
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write about it because your story likely has too many nuances. There’s too 
many stories and too few journalists. That’s my assessment, Lorem Ipsum 
Dolorem.”

“Coffee too, dear. Thank you,” he said, not as shocked as I had hoped. 
Brenda poured the coffee a little too theatrically, as if the pot were a 

carafe of Margaux. Would I like the chicken or the beef or we have ravioli, 
she asked us. I waved her off and ordered vodka-cranberry. 

“Well,” he said, “I guess we should have hired you a few years ago before 
we loaded up on bad firms. It’s nice to get a fucking straight answer now 
and then.”

The woman across the aisle smiled again. She was maybe forty, most 
certainly private sector. She wore a peak lapel white suit. Although, Monica 
would have worn it differently; she would have lent it some insouciance, 
projected some mild defiance with that way she fluffed her hair from her 
shoulders with the back of her hands, jettisoning that raven sheen behind 
her. She would have perforated the monotony by pulling on the pink gloves 
with the fox fur cuffs that she used to break out this time of year. 

This was the month she always left for Mexico. I am like a monarch 
butterfly, she would say. I fly south after the first frost. Then she would 
migrate for a month to that red clay town with a bell tower up in the hills, 
had a hunched studio right off the Calle San Miguel, near the poorly lit 
bodega with no labels on their tequila bottles and the bartender with the Fu 
Manchu. She said the town had the right light for her work, air that nursed 
her imagination. 

We are never where we are. 
It was something she said whenever she saw me on the phone making 

dinner or reading an email if we were already in a conversation, when my 
attention was subdivided among apps and browsers and inboxes and peo-
ple. This was my fifth business trip in two months. If I was not on the phone 
I was in a meeting and if I was not in a meeting or on the phone I was on a 
business trip. Whatever was left I called home. 

*

Last week, I’d flown to Copenhagen to meet a new client, my journey 
marked by the clang of saucers at the Segafredo coffee kiosk in the arrivals 
terminal at Tegel. A man with an Ayatollah beard was stretched out asleep 
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on a bank of leather chairs, an empty orange Fanta bottle on the table 
beside his head, everywhere the punishing density of German, the sky lunar 
gray with morning and later the October sea already frozen as I rode out to 
the old Grand Bretagne, now the country’s finest hotel, where I even saw 
the Danish Queen sleigh-riding by, votives flickering on all the breakfast 
tables when I arrived and an oversized staircase spiraling up through the 
center of the refurbished building. They had kept the original façade, but 
now it was called d’Angleterre.

I waited for Lars, my client, in the hotel bar, long enough for a croissant 
and two macchiatos. I’d been hired by the private equity firm that backed 
him and his lover, Fung. Lars was a Dutch hacker, something to do with 
bitcoin and the Mt. Gox scandal, and now he and Fung were co-founders 
of a startup that translated spoken Mandarin into English and vice versa. 
The IPO was the week after Thanksgiving.

“You look so tired,” he said when he arrived. He sat down, hand tremo-
ring. “I’m not going to have something. Are you going to have something? 
Maybe it’s better if we go walking. It’s better maybe.”

“We can walk if you like, Lars. Why don’t we go to the Café Norden? It’s 
nice there—and it’s nice to finally meet you.”

He had disappointing splotches of facial hair that gave a sense of 
“almost” growing on his face, and his head was shaved to a near shine. 
We left the hotel and walked down streets with unpronounceable names, 
diphthongs and exotic letter pairings—like Catalan blended with German. 
He was nearly six foot three, all his bulk stuffed in a crimson blazer and 
spandex denim. The shops were just opening. People were riding bicycles 
to work. It was not clear to me yet if I would invite Lars to dinner; I had 
been instructed by Alan to try Noma, what the lists considered the world’s 
best restaurant. You sucked live ants served on bark through a straw or 
bit into a nest of veal fibers, slurped parsley jelly and razor clams—Viking 
primitivism. My job demanded I sometimes consume things against my 
will. Looking at Lars, fiddling with his phone while he walked, I did not 
sense he would care if we skipped Noma altogether.  

When we arrived in Amagertov Square, the pigeons and the students 
and the bicycles were amassed at the fountain and the water was turned 
off but all the heat lamps were on, glowing orange above the tables at all 
the cafés. We went inside and found seats near the corner by the news-
papers. The waitress spoke brittle Scandinavian English and stood a little 
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impatiently at our table. We ordered little sandwiches of smoked fish with 
turnips and tiny pickles and clear yellow beer to wash it down. I watched 
the barman sweep the foam from the glass after he poured it. He handed 
it to me and I licked the remaining foam from the sides of the glass and 
tasted the cold beer and watched life outside. It was mostly small talk until 
the beer kicked in.

“So, what is it that you are you thinking we should do?” His hand was 
still shaking and beer foam was sliding down the side of his glass.

I said, “Can you repeat your version of events again please. One last 
time.”

He recounted everything from the night of the hackathon, elucidated the 
nature of his relationship with Fung, and when he was finished I ordered 
us another round. I deliberately asked him to repeat the story again to see 
if he resisted further embellishment. 

“We do not want any more sensation, Lars. The articles last week were 
enough. Now we need to project facts, eclipse bad news with new news. Do 
you understand?”

He was massaging his temples. “It’s less about the criminal possibility 
and more that what I have built may be diminished by this scandal. This is 
the thing.” 

I sipped the beer and waited for him to go on. 
“If Morgan Stanley wants to end the IPO then I guess this was for noth-

ing. I will never get such a shot like this again. Everything, all of it—it all 
would have been a waste. I don’t want to change the world, I just want it to 
know who I am.”

He reached into his breast pocket and handed me his phone. “I have all 
the settings right. Do you want to try it, see for yourself?” 

The surface was sticky and the home screen was a photograph of the 
Fibonacci sequence inside a conch shell. 

“Do you know Chinese? Well I guess it doesn’t matter. Just say some-
thing into it in English, anything. It will come out in Mandarin. Hold down 
the zero key, just like this, and then speak a few words at a time, then listen 
for the Chinese to come out of the speaker. Just talk regular about anything 
and OneSpeak will do the rest.” 

I spoke a few words, and the screen froze. Then the app crashed. 
We did not go to Noma. I rebooked myself on an earlier 6:00 a.m. flight 

to Berlin the next morning. There were no directs to Portugal. I had a 
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speech later in the morning, a confab of robotics engineers who had built 
a hitchhiking humanoid robot—hitchBOT—that they were about to let 
loose. Toronto to Los Angeles. I could go home after that.  

When I landed back in Tegel for my connection, I thought about calling 
Alan to tell him what had happened with OneSpeak. I sat down in a café 
beneath the enormous departures board and began to draft an email to 
him, but once I read over it I deleted it. The menu noted, in footnotes, the 
items containing quinine. There were only forty minutes until boarding for 
my connection. I ordered a “vital” breakfast of muesli. My waiter said he 
was from Portugal, but he looked like Hugo Chavez.

“How long you stay Lisbon? Three days? Wow. Okay. They have a touris-
tic center. You go there. Largest aquarium in the world, sharks! Museum of 
coaches. How you say. Ehhh, cars with wood. Cowboy times? Stagecoaches, 
yes! You go there. Oh, Lisbon…you walk around, so much there.”

Muesli came with some tart plain yogurt. There was a miniscule con-
tainer of wildflower honey tucked amid the silverware. 

On the TV a woman wearing turquoise eyeshadow was reporting live in 
front of the Bundestag, some story involving the words “spy” and “U.S.” 
I sat and typed an email to Hawthorne back at the office to see where we 
were with the Ugandans as “Ride Like the Wind” played over loudspeakers. 
I rode a people-mover to my gate, where there was a stand that sold frank-
furters and steins of Schultheiss. I went into the Lufthansa business lounge 
and there were men in three-piece suits eating gummi bears and drinking 
cava. I rewrote the email about the malfunction to Alan and deleted it again.

*

My panic attacks began the morning of her funeral and a month later 
full depression set in. Dr. Weller put me on a trial regimen. Stick to a rou-
tine. Hire a nanny. Take a leave of absence. Take flowers to the cemetery 
but don’t take Colin yet. Take him to the cemetery more often. Consider 
selling the house. So, I hired a live-in nanny, a Filipina with grown chil-
dren who bleach-washed the bathrooms mid-week, neatened his trophies, 
tucked paired socks into the drawers—kept Colin’s room as immaculate as 
Monica had, always tight hospital corners on the bed. 

My goal was to try not to think. When I was away, I was a good enough 
father through texts. I would wait to hit send once the wheels left the tarmac. 
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I don’t know why I would procrastinate until a single column of cell signal 
remained. By the end of the year, though, I was taking seven pills a day just 
to freeze the frame of my decline. Grief can bleed you into white nothing. 
Colin soon became symptomatic: tying and untying his shoes three times 
before school, looking for dirt in the house, insisting on new toothbrushes 
every night, drinking from the same sippy cup. 

I simultaneously heeded everyone’s advice—returned to work too soon, 
took Colin to the amusement park, brought him out for pizza twice a week, 
sang to him, administered his pills, watched him fall asleep. 

When he was six I told him the partial truth. 
She won’t come home. She was so very sick. She is in a better place. I 

never mentioned the police.
I would wake up remembering little details, like that she quit law when 

she sold her first piece, oil on canvas, a long-range buffalo herd gnawing 
the Colorado plains, or what she thought such a sight might have looked 
like before they were all cold-blood slaughtered. Her exact words. By then, 
White & Partners was more or less a success. I was half Mexican and so 
my complete re-enfranchisement became her cause célèbre. I had found this 
amusing. She was a realist without the saccharine Norman Rockwell patina, 
her landscapes imbued with some bitter-end prehistoric gloom. Her father 
disapproved—of me and the painting, precisely which was most offensive 
to him I was never sure. He had an ulcer and a membership at Augusta, 
owed his wealth to sugar beets, and once sucker punched the bartender at 
the Savoy for smiling at his paramour, caught him with a martini shaker to 
the head. The poor Serb never stood a chance, he’d say. He told that story 
within the first ten minutes of meeting someone, up until his second heart 
attack. After that he was an invalid. He and Monica were not on speaking 
terms since she had become a working artist. Her mother faded away in a 
facility in the Berkshires for schizophrenics, where she had been remanded 
since the eighties. We saw her twice a year until she died months before 
Colin was born. 

Monica had a vendetta against big commercial institutions. She purged 
the Virginia house of anything prefab, even flavored dental floss. She 
brought me to upstart salad chains with mission statements. She resented 
Starbucks—all the condescending flavor permutations—honey maples and 
winter mint mochas and spiced chai pumpkin, and so on. The year she died, 
for my thirty-seventh birthday, she bought a Breville burr grinder, eager 
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that I dedicate myself to outperforming Big Coffee. I bought Rwandan 
beans online from a co-op. They came in vacuum-sealed silvery bags, hall-
mark sweetness and cocoa notes, none of the pitch-black aftertaste. Grind 
size twelve and 17.8 seconds to produce a double-shot. It took four months 
of trial and error to get the tamp down right—anywhere between twenty to 
thirty pounds of pressure, all in the wrist—any more and it’s over-extracted 
and tarry, any less it’s under-extracted and watery. Nothing less than 195 
degrees for a good pull. The provenance of the beans, the digitally cali-
brated grind, human compression—there was no improvisation. Bad coffee 
agitated me. It was the product of human error, and it bothered me in the 
same way they filled the wine glass too full in bad restaurants. All avoca-
tional endeavors should be undertaken with the aim of mastery. 

She had died shortly after I finally got it down, and since then every 
morning I used a butter knife to pry out the basket and break up the grinds 
with my fingers and sprinkle the grounds on random perennials, deposit-
ing the export from an impoverished nation into my yard, low-wage labor 
enriching the rose beds. She would have approved.

Colin and I still lived in the house, less than a mile from the CIA, where 
cell calls dropped at all hours without notice. We could hear the boom of jet 
engines echoing from the sky, flights in takeoff paths or final approaches, 
who knew which, just too high for contrails, and sometimes I stood at the 
window or the balcony and watched the red blinking wings vanish into 
the heights. A Baptist church stood across the street, and a bell rang on 
Sundays and the congregation of slacks and hats and pink dresses and little 
boat shoes filed in. Black crows perched on the crucifix atop the steeple 
every morning. I would see her painting in the backyard, the sycamores 
shedding their bark like English poplars do, the flaky bits nestling into the 
paint, and her blowing into the cobalt dollop like it was a dandelion and 
the bark just sinking deeper. The backyard was a total sanctuary—almost. 
Even with the birdsong and the vaulted trees blotting the traffic noise and 
the neighbors, which gave the space the feel of some distant artists’ colony, 
I could never forget we were less than ten miles from Washington. 

Last night I came in from the balcony and went to Colin’s room to tuck 
him in.

“Hey,” I said, turning on the white noise machine. “Daddy is going to 
California tomorrow morning.” 

I waited.
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“It’s not even two days. You’ll be in school. You won’t even notice it.” I 
lifted his chin and said, “You won’t.”

He rolled over and turned away. I walked out and into the hallway, 
Atticus, our Maltese, in tow. 

“Will you sit here with me?” he said.
Sit down with him, Mark, I heard Monica say, and I answered her back, 

sometimes, my lips moving.

*

Midflight, I felt faint and short of breath. I opened another button 
on my shirt and finished my drink and sucked the ice cubes. No one was 
watching. I placed the white pill beneath my tongue, chewed it down with 
ice. They kept their heads bowed, load-bearing fixation, sci-fi paperbacks 
and Sudoku pads and rainbow scatter plots and power point graphics, and 
I imagined their interior monologues, pieced together the unspoken com-
motion. There was just a collective hush and a jet-stream hum. 

As the plane tilted north some of that syrupy, high-altitude light poured 
onto my lap.

When I opened my laptop, there were nearly a hundred unread emails. 
There were unread texts. “Guns, whiskey, and envelopes for at-risk 
Congressmen,” wrote Hank, referring to the National Rifle Association and 
Distilled Spirits Council, and the fundraising checks he was handing out to 
various chiefs of staff. 

Condensation was spreading across the window. I saw what I thought 
was the Mississippi below. I had no written speech, only something from 
memory that I would unfurl at our meeting at the Four Seasons San 
Francisco. I looked up, put the paper down on my lap, finished the grapes, 
stacked the plastic cocktail cup into the Styrofoam tea cup. I pushed the 
call light button to order another tea and I tried not to think.

*
I figured I would do what I could with Lars and Fung. I contemplated 
how all of this might play out, which journalists to call for major interviews, 
and I devised a comprehensive mental list in under three seconds: which 
hypothetical piece would publish online, fungible content, how it would 
catalyze reprints and me-too pieces by other bloggers and print reporters 
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who did not want to let a racing story get too far down the track without 
them pulling up alongside it, and all of that healthy content would sur-
face instantaneously on Google, enliven the brand and recirculate around 
OneSpeak like a digital blood transfusion. 

I ordered a Vodka drink and watched the ticker symbols on my seat 
screen march west, my shares climbing higher every forty-five seconds, and 
so on.

We were somewhere around Nevada, and I browsed the airline maga-
zine, a collection of sponsored stories under three pages, all in blue-eyed 
prose, a Chicago steakhouse menu, poetically-named cocktails alongside 
an advertorial for a beige office park city in wherever North Carolina. Then 
I whipped up a throwaway sermon, something of a riff. We would talk to 
press, not avoid them. Control what was seen, a brand being just a consen-
sus of perceptions. We would refrain from social media, for now. We would 
switch wardrobes. We would speak in new voices. We would instigate this 
metamorphosis with an in-depth feature, preferably with someone wan and 
bewitched by money, a tech blogger, probably. 

I had this experimental idea that they could write an open letter to the 
investment community on Twitter. I could buy my own coffee plantation 
in Rwanda. The per capita income was $250 per year. The fee OneSpeak 
had agreed to pay my firm—$3 million just to think—would supply a year’s 
worth of income to 12,000 Rwandans. After overhead and taxes, given that 
I was the sole shareholder of White & Partners, I stood to clear $750,000 
personally. 

I glanced back at the advertorial. When Googled, you saw that it was 
really a dim pulse city along that corridor of I-95 where seventy-five is 
the speed limit and every mile or so ekes out new billboards for discount 
fireworks or cigar and perfume outlets or roadside motels with HBO for 
$32.50 per night. You could smell the hot tar of shredded tires in the break-
down lane, the cable technician shouting “Hello” through the screen door, 
and almost spot that trace of life within the mobile home, even at highway 
speed, hear his footsteps crunching the grass, see an old man’s face vanish 
from the screen door into a shadow and into a TV dinner and a flicker-
ing gameshow. The t-shirts are cardboard stiff, and you shake them out 
into that highway wind beneath the billboard, clothing pins twisting on the 
line like demonic sparrows. A mile away someone like you is pulling over 
at a gas station convenience store for diapers and screwcap wine, skinny 
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latchkey kids chugging liters of Mountain Dew and smoking by the haul-
away propane tanks locked up by the dumpster. Rows of household goods 
in bright packages, vacuum sealed bags containing things not ordinarily 
fried, energy drinks in violent colors. Oily men of all ages on parole, on the 
prowl, probation. 

You walk out with your scratch-away ticket and see a rusty Buick with 
a duct-taped rear light, a man in a bandana chastising his woman for being 
on the pipe. That’s private shit, that’s private fucking shit we do out alone bitch. 
These children is in harm’s way now bitch.

I turned the page to busts of four chemotherapy patients. A man in his 
fifties, shirtless, lying on a complicated machine. A phone number in the 
lower left corner, below the website and QR code. 

I knew Colin was at the kitchen table, demanding that Mae let him 
FaceTime me and I could hear her explaining that FaceTime does not 
work when someone was miles above Nevada. I resisted the urge to log on.

Brenda swung by with the drink cart, pouring more Margaux carafes of 
tepid coffee, sugar packets crammed into Styrofoam cups. 

Where did the sugar come from, Colin would have asked. 
A plantation outside of Sao Paulo, and maybe the baron had a small 

warehouse on site for the unhung art, and maybe he had someone to do his 
clothes and sipped Drambuie and stalked his own art collection afterhours. 
I saw the patchy byways bisecting the jungle, the sea voyages, the names of 
all the ports of call, expressionless customs officials, the sugar on the docks. 
There was an import quota allocated to Brazil. 

He would giggle through missing front baby teeth as I described those 
eighteen-wheelers long-hauling all that sugar from the ports into cities like 
Charlotte and Raleigh, the minor notes of America. 

Where are those, he would say. 
All around us. 
At the last radiant edge of America, Lars and Fung were waiting for me, 

their lone counsel, retained to translate them out of the headlines. I wanted 
to barge into the cockpit and steer the plane backward, walk back into the 
house, recite all the facts of her to Colin. This is how she sketched you 
when you were just a week old. Or maybe I would have shut off the phone 
last night and missed this flight altogether. We would drive into the tallgrass 
peninsula. I made a note to myself to show him more pictures of her. I saw 
the desert below, empty and scathing. The border of Nevada looks like the 
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border of California. We are never where we are. She loved these kinds of 
flowers, hyacinth. One time I called her the hyacinth girl and she made 
me purple cupcakes. He giggled. When you arrived, you had a full head 
of bloody black hair, not even crying, not a whimper. You are a good boy, 
don’t cry. Please try not to cry. Mommy held you this way. Put your hand 
there. Think of her. You will hear her when you pray. Just close your eyes.

So I flew.


